Kishtwar was rocked by a series of terrorist attacks in November 2018, when it saw its first terror attack in over a decade. Since then, security forces have been on their trail and located them on Friday. Additional security forces were rushed and a gunbattle ensued.

Earlier, some residents of Saharsa in Bihar had found currency notes scattered outside their homes. The currencies were in a peculiar situation in North Delhi's Lawrence Road on Wednesday afternoon.

About 1,000 soldiers take special train for border duty amid coronavirus pandemic

India News

More than 1,000 soldiers took a special train for the border duty amid coronavirus pandemic. The Indian Railways is only running freight and parcel trains for an uninterrupted supply of essential goods. Earlier, some residents of Saharsa in Bihar had found currency notes scattered outside their homes.

34 new Covid-19 cases in Andhra Pradesh, doctor who treated patient succumbs

4 new Covid-19 cases in Andhra Pradesh, doctor who treated patient succumbs

Amid allegations that not enough tests are being conducted to detect Covid-19 patients in West Bengal and the state's capital Kolkata, the state has set up a task force to conduct additional tests. The state has set up a task force to conduct additional tests.
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